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DIPLOMA EXAMINATION IN ENGINEERING/TECHNOLOGYi
MANAGEMENT/COMMERCIAL PRACTICE, OCTOBERAIOVEMBER -2OI 9

WOOD PRODUCTS.II

[Maximum marks: 100] (Time: 3 Hours)

PART _ A
fMaximum marks: 10]

(Answer all questions in one or two sentences, Each question carries 2 marks)

[ (1). State battem board.

(2). List any two additives used in particle board.

(3). Define debarking of wood.

(4). Define chip blending.

(5). List the two wetting methods of mat. (5 x 2 : l0)

PART - B
fMaximum marks: 30]

(Answer any jive of the following questions, Each question carries six marks)

tr. (1). Describe the methods of manufacture of block board of strip method.

(2). Describe rotary drum dryer

(3). Describe the following particle board.

(i). Exterior grade. (ii). Interior grade. (iii). E>aruded p.B

(4). Describe Batch operation in chip blending.

(5). Describe horizontal storage bin.

(6). Describe the effect of press-platen temperature on physical properties of particle board.

(7) Draw a neat diagram of calendar particle board manufacture. (5 x 6:30)

PART - C
[Maximum marks: 60]

(Answer one question from each unit. Each question carries l5 marks)

UNIT_I

trI. (a). Describe the following.

(i). Lipping of flush door. (ii). Rebate cutting of flush door. (4x2:8)
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(7)(b). Describe the alternative wetting and drying test of flush door.

OR

rV (1).Describe decorative and non-decorative block boards

(2).Describe the method of manaufacture of solid core flush door.

D(, (a). Explain Mende -Bison system.

(b). Describe sizing of particle board.

OR

X (a) Describe the method of determination of moisture content of particle board.

(b). Draw schematic layout of lane wood extrusion process,

(6)

(e)
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V. (a). Draw the schematic outline of particle board manufacture.

(b). Describe waste gas steam dryer.

OR

VI. (a).Describe multiple band dryer

(b). Describe the 8 rules in chip resination.

UNTT.IrI

VII. (a). Describe the following spreading heads with diagram.

(i). Throwing roll. (ii). Three roll spreader head. (iii). Double roll dissolution head. (3 x 3 : 9)

(7)

(8)

(7)

(8)

r
(b). Describe volumetric dosing with dosing bin with diagram.

OR

VIII. (a). Describe sifting methods with diagram. (9)

(b). Describe volumetric dosing under the control of weight of chips with diagram. (6)
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(6)

(10)

(5)

(5)

(10)
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